Walk Behind Road Saw Start-Up and Shut- Down Procedures
Equipment Required

Material Required

Personal Protective
Equipment

Husqvarna FS 524

Appropriate Fluids

Safety Vest
CSA Approved Steel-Toed
Boots
Hard-Hat and Gloves
Ear and Eye Protection

Do not operate this equipment unless you are trained to do so and are familiar with the operating
manual and the following job procedure. Company policy dictates that any or all equipment with
deficient brakes must be immediately parked and tagged accordingly.
Start Up
1. Inspect the Husqvarna FS 524 and check all fluid levels and top up as necessary. (Gas,
water etc).
2. Check air filter. If dirty, blow clean with compressed air or replace if needed.
3. Inspect blade(s). (Use correct blade for application. Refer to owner’s manual). Remove
nut off blade housing and install blade. Spin locking nut on to housing and tighten with
wrench. (Please note on right hand side mount the housing is left hand tread!!).
4. Attach water source to saw blade housing. (IF in tight spots or only cutting a small
amounts use water tank on top of saw. If cutting longer cuts, use hose directly from water
source/water tote.
5. Make sure the saw is in neutral position or saw will not start. Use cold starting
procedures and start engine making sure no personnel is close to saw. (Once saw starts
the blade will spin).
6. Cut only asphalt or concrete with floor/road saw. Follow cutting procedures in operators
manual.
Shutdown
1. After cutting turn, off saw in a safe location.
2. Remove blade and store away safely in truck or trailer. Wrap up all hoses and store in
trailer/truck.
3. Clean off excessive debris and mud off machine.
4. Put Husqvarna saw back into trailer and properly strap down for transport.
5. Fill out an “equipment repair form” reporting any work that needs to be completed on the
equipment and return to Foreman.
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